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Few practices are simultaneously as exotic and representative, esoteric and quotidian, instrumental
and sensual, political and cultural as the Japanese tea ceremony. While most Japanese have never
participated in a formal tea gathering, and to many its arcane procedures remain rather alien, the
practice is all but universally recognized as a defining constituent of Japanese culture, integrating arts,
manners, and sensibilities deemed peculiarly characteristic of the nation into a single, striking form.
This talk will explore how it is that the tea ceremony serves as a site and instrument for evoking Japaneness, even within
Japan where such ethonational associations might otherwise be taken for granted. First, drawing on Barthes, I will enter
the flow of tea preparation to examine phenomenologically how an alternation of parallels with and contrasts to common
features of everyday life in Japan facilitates an experience of Japaneseness within Japan. Second, I will turn attention
towards the actions and interactions of tea practitioners themselves to investigate how they employ three modalities of
ethnonational categorization to establish what precisely is “Japanese.”
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